
At Least 3 House Republicans Support The Ouster of Mike Johnson, But Not Matt
Gaetz

Description

WORLD : Three House Republicans publicly support the ouster of Mike Johnson from his perch 
as Speaker of the House of Representatives. However, usual chaos ringleader Matt Gaetz is not 
joining in the fun, even though Mike Johnson is plunging the entire world into World War 3 and 
a delusional apocalypse scenario for the benefit of worldwide Zionism and Ukraine president 
Volodymyr Zelensky’s criminal scam. Gaetz says that he thinks a motion to vacate would help 
usher in the rise of a Democrat speaker.

Marjorie Taylor Greene filed the motion to vacate against Mike Johnson after Johnson passed the
awful $1.2 trillion spending bill, even before Johnson worked with Uniparty Democrats to pass the
apocalyptic $95 billion World War 3 funding package that gives America’s money to Ukraine and Israel
for more foreign bloodshed. Some congressmen even waved Ukraine flags on the House floor in
another humiliation ritual for the American colony.

Even though Greene opposes more Ukraine funding she is still shilling for Israel, of course. “How about
our military members who courageously defended Israel?,” Greene said in a statement where she
criticized Ukraine funding. So, you see how even the more-populist wing of the GOP is still just a
“limited hangout” that will never mess with the sacred cow of America’s unconditional subservience to
Israel? (And speaking of sacred cows…some Republicans, like Mike Johnson, are getting onboard
with the “red heifer sacrifice” narrative in Israel that Zionists are really into).

Thomas Massie, an all-around baller and the only Republican who can be counted on to resist
America’s colonization by the Israeli war machine, gave the motion to vacate effort a huge credibility
boost when he got onboard and called out Johnson.

Paul Gosar issued a recent statement supporting the motion to vacate.

“Nearly 11 million illegal aliens have crossed our southern border in the past three years. My
congressional district in Arizona, ground zero for the invasion, is getting pummeled by the surge of
lawbreakers. These illegal aliens have brought violent crime, deadly drugs, human trafficking and are
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depleting resources and services meant for U.S. citizens. In fact, every state has become a border
state. Communities across the country are being ravaged, families are being destroyed and Americans
in need are being ignored,” Paul Gosar stated.

“Congress cannot continue to turn a blind eye to the consequence of Biden’s disastrous open border
policies, nor can it idly wait for Biden to halt this invasion through executive fiat. Congress has the
responsibility to solve this crisis,” Gosar said.

“Yet rather than spending the resources to secure our southern border and combating the invasion of
11 million illegals and despite repeated promises there would be no additional money going to Ukraine
without first securing our border, the United States House of Representatives, under the direction of
the Speaker, is on the verge of sending another $61 billion to further draw America into an endless and
purposeless war in Ukraine,” Gosar stated.

“I have added my name in support of the motion to vacate the Speaker. Our border cannot be an
afterthought. We need a Speaker who puts America first rather than bending to the reckless demands
of the warmongers, neo-cons and the military industrial complex making billions from a costly and
endless war half a world away,” Gosar said.

Matt Gaetz, the populist hero who overthrew Kevin McCarthy, basically seems to think that there’s not
much populists can do in Congress this year and the focus should be on getting President Donald
Trump back in office. Gaetz referred National File to his recent podcast episode where he said that he
thinks enough Republicans would be willing to take a bribe to vote for Democrat Hakeem Jeffries for
speaker that Republicans might lose the speakership if they do another motion to vacate.

How much time does humanity have left?

Mike Johnson seems determined to get America into an apocalyptic World War 3. Who can stop this
mediocre madman before the world gets lost?
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